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Annotation: The mathematical dependence of the isobaric heat capacity on the 

average molar volumes of chemical compounds and the number of atoms in the 

formula unit for the condensed state in the widest possible temperature range is 

obtained. It is established that, in contrast to entropy, the influence of the size of the 

compound (number of atoms of the formula unit) is less than the influence of the 

average molar volume. It is shown that the proposed mathematical model allows 

calculating the entropy of a compound with an average accuracy of 8 J/(mol К). 
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The molar isobaric heat capacity of substances in the condensed state is a 

necessary component for calculations of thermodynamic parameters of reactions and, 

as for entropy, its estimation is possible on the basis of volume-based 

thermodynamics [1, 2]. And using the molecular volumes of substances to predict the 
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values of heat capacity allows to obtain their estimates even with greater accuracy 

than the estimates of entropy values [3]. 

For entropy it is not even the values for standard conditions (295.15 K) that are 

important but rather the temperature dependence of the heat capacity over as wide a 

temperature range as possible. 

To obtain this relationship we used the experience of creating a similar 

dependence for the entropy of compounds [4]. To create a mathematical model, data 

from the NIST database and the HSC Chemistry 9.0 program were used to develop a 

model of average molar volumes for different temperatures and the temperature 

dependence of entropy. 

As a result, it was found that for any temperature, the dependence of isobaric 

enthalpy on the average molar volume is more significant than for entropy and for 

temperatures above 250 K the determination coefficient R
2
 reaches 0.94, which 

provides an average error of the estimate 8 J/(molК). 

As for entropy for each temperature this dependence can be represented by a 

linear function with three variables 

 

CNVTp kNkVkC   (1) 

where CpT – entropy of a compound, J/(mol К); 

V – average molar volume of the compound, сm
3
/mol; 

N – number of atoms in the compound; 

kV, kN, kC – coefficients of the equation.  

 

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the multiple regression coefficient R
2
 for this 

equation almost does not change with increasing temperature and decreases very 

strongly at temperatures below 250 K. This is due to the use of standard polynomial 

dependencies in the program to approximate entropy values, which give an error of 

more than 3000 J/mol for some compounds, and even negative values at low 

temperatures. 
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the multiple regression coefficient for the model according 

to equation (1) on temperature 

 

As can be seen from fig. 2 for temperatures above 250 К the multiple 

regression coefficient remains almost unchanged. At lower temperatures, the multiple 

regression coefficient decreases rapidly which is caused by the use of polynomial 

dependences for enthalpy calculations in these databases.  

At temperatures above 250 К the values of the coefficients of equation (1) 

change sequentially and can be approximated by quite simple dependences which as 

for enthalpy follow from the previously established general temperature dependence 

of entropy and isobaric heat capacity for condensed compounds [5]. 
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where T – temperature, К. 

Fig. 2 shows a different character of the influence on the value of isobaric 

enthalpy of the average molar volume the number of atoms in the formula unit and 

the free term of dependence (1). 
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A temperature increase of 600 K reduces the effect of the average molar 

volume by about 20%. The temperature dependence of the heat capacity on the 

number of atoms in the formula unit is similar to the isochoric heat capacity, and the 

temperature dependence of the free component is similar to the isobaric heat capacity 

[6, 7]. 

 

Fig. 2. Dependence of the model coefficients of equation (1) on temperature and 

their approximation by equations (2)-(4) 

Comparison of the experimental data of the average heat capacity for the entire 

array of data with the model for different values of the average molar volume and the 

number of atoms in the formula unit of the compound is shown in fig.3. The average 

values of these parameters for the array of experimental data are N=4 and V=48 

(marked by dots). 

 

Fig. 3. Calculated entropy values by formulas (5) and (6) 
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More detailed studies allowed us to obtain the mathematical dependence of the 

isobaric heat capacity on the average molar volume of chemical compounds and the 

number of atoms in the formula unit for the condensed state in the widest possible 

temperature range. It is established that, in contrast to entropy, the influence of the 

size of the compound (number of atoms of the formula unit) is less than the influence 

of the average molar volume. It is shown that the proposed mathematical model 

allows calculating the entropy of a compound with an average accuracy 

of 8 J/(molК). 
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